President Dr. Kalam Highlighted India Igniting Missiles;
Hakim Dr. Kareem Highlighted India Extinguishing AIDS.
India Invented Unani/Ayurvedic Medicine for HIV/AIDS
Ref: - MD/PM/RR-5/287/08-06

Date: - 18/08/2006

For the kind attention of P.A/Sec,
It is our earnest request to the concerned Secretary/Personal Assistant or whoever dealing with
such matters to kindly pass over this very important letter to the Honorable Prime Minister Dr.
Manmohan Singh for his personal perusal and appraisal please.
A personal appeal to the Honorable Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh: - It is our
earnest desire that this cardinal issue be publicly debated threadbare inside the parliament
house, and copies of this letter may please be distributed among the members for that
purpose.
To,
Dr. Manmohan Singh,
The Honorable Prime Minister of India,
New Delhi.
Sub: -Our extra-ordinarily innovative and proven anti-retroviral unani herbal drug
HOOIMM PLUS for HIV/AIDS – Seeking your official support and substantial
cooperation for either (1) starting a joint venture with government of India, or (2) to
arrange conditional sellout of our formula for AIDS after successful invitro and invivo
tests, to world nations and thus help effectively fighting the greatest challenge facing
contemporary humanity.
Respected Sir,
Praise be to the Almighty Lord of Mercy, we are delighted to denote here of our
recent breakthrough in medical field, when the prestigious All India Hakeem Ajmal
Khan Award was conferred on Hootone Remedies for “Invention of Unani Formula
for HIV/AIDS” on 28th September 2005 by the Honorable Union Health Minister Dr.
Anbumani Ramadoss.
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As an ardent and patriotic Indian Muslim who devoutly practise the teachings of the
Holy Prophet Muhammad Sallallahu Alaihi Vasallam who proclaimed, “Patriotism is
part of faith”, I do hereby dedicate my invention to my beloved Motherland
(Bharatmata), and would like to declare hereby, “India invented Unani formula for
HIV/AIDS”, rather than “Hootone Remedies invented it”.
I would like to register here my heartfelt thanks to Dr. Anbumani Ramadoss, the
honorable union health minister who conferred on us “The All India Hakeem Ajmal
Khan Award”, the team of doctors including Dr. Qazi, Dr. Nirmala from Central
Council For Research in Unani Medicine who visited our organization, verified the
patient’s documents, approved and forwarded it to the Union Ministry Of Health.
Also extending my special thanks to the members of parliament namely Sri. Punnulal
Mohale & Sri Raosaheb Patil Danve who raised the issue inside the parliament on
25/08/2004 (Lok Sabha unstarred question no. 4112). I can’t help mention here with
thanks my encouraging experiences shared years back with the two outstanding
politicians - statesmen in democratic India Dr. C. P. Thakur, Former Union Health
Minister who spent more than one and a half hours with me in his residence at Delhi
in spite of his busy engagements as union minister, had a detailed discussion, having
fully convinced himself after verifying all the HIV positive turned negative reports of
the patients, assured his full cooperation which did not materialize for reasons
unknown and similar experience with Sri. Lalu Prasad Yadav in his residence at
Patna (photographs of both the meetings enclosed herewith).
We would like to elaborate the above said two options as stated below –
The basic criterion for starting a joint venture with the government of India would be
– manufacturing as well as distribution will remain under our sole responsibility
whereas government on their part would extend their hundred percent co-operation
towards leading the joint venture to blossom and grow up as an internationally
acclaimed healthcare empire dedicated for serving the suffering humanity, by
undoing every loophole that helps the bureaucracy to thrive on corruption etc and
create a most congenial atmosphere for us to plan and execute the minute details of
the ongoing project without unwarranted interruption from the administrative setup
of the government.
According to the first option, Government of India will provide us with a
lumpsum amount of two billion dollars (nine thousand crores of Indian rupees
approx), tax free in lieu of sharing the profit fifty-fifty. The fund will be utilized by us
for the infrastructure required in manufacturing the medicines by Hootone Remedies
and distributing it through Hakh Medical Foundation, a registered charitable trust,
at concessional rates in India and at normal rate in international markets and the
profit earned therefrom shall be shared fifty-fifty with Government of India for ever.
I would rather pay utmost preference to the second option from the depth of
my heart because____
Our motive is strictly spiritual and motto, ‘service to humanity’. Spiritually thinking,
‘Man is One, although men are many’. According to Hindu scriptures, ‘every human
being (irrespective of caste, creed, color, country, gender or whatsoever) is potentially
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divine’. According to Holy Quran, ‘Man is the best of His creations’, because ‘he was
created in His own image as stated by the Holy Prophet Muhammad Sallallahu Alaihi
Vasallam, who further stated, ‘whole humanity is the family of Allah and one who
serves His family best shall be nearest to Him’. Hence, it has always been my heart’s
desire to render the best possible services to His family and thus earn His pleasure
and nearness. And the All Merciful Almighty All Knowing Creator Lord Allah has
bestowed me with the most precious gems of innovative therapeutic knowledge of
medicines including that for HIV/AIDS which I would like to disseminate to the world
for the benefit of the suffering millions before breathing my last. As a patriotic Indian
I prefer to publicize it through my government who has been time and again
contacted through correspondence and otherwise for that purpose for more than two
decades now. As the present administrative head of my country I hereby beseech your
help and cooperation for the fulfillment of my last wish i.e. dissemination of my very
precious knowledge of medicine to the world of humanity.
So in the second case, since the dreaded disease is spreading like wildfire
everywhere and we are eager to serve humanity as a whole, we intend to expeditiously
extend our sphere of activities worldwide through our government, wherein the
government shall arrange to collect a consolidated amount of ten billion dollars from
the effluent countries of the world, say a twenty of them, leaving the poor countries as
sheer beneficiaries. However, India is receiving aid in the name of AIDS from effluent
countries. It has also become an open secret now that very huge amount of money
funneled through many so called NGOs and others by United States and
philanthropic Americans like ‘Gates & Melinda Foundation’ is going into the pockets
of corrupt people who criminally exploit the dreadful name of HIV/AIDS for their
own nefarious ends. Fortunately, we are presently in a prestigious position to offer
our formula for AIDS and in turn seek monitory help from those countries so as to
implement our very broad based social service schemes to eradicate AIDS from the
face of the earth. We are not amassing money for pomp and splendor but to utilize it
for the good of humanity, and for rendering disinterested service to humanity money
is a must. After striking the deal in the case of AIDS we intend to disclose our similar
extraordinarily effective formulae for Hepatitis, Cancer, Kidney Failure and Heart
Diseases etc for the welfare of the world humanity. Out of the aforesaid ten billion, six
billion (tax free) shall be utilized by Hootone Remedies for (1) 3 billion for improving
the existing infrastructural facilities and (2) remaining 3 billion for organizing
various philanthropic works like construction and maintenance of hospitals,
orphanages, educational and vocational institutions, training centers etc for the
upliftment of the downtrodden sections of society in particular and the people at large
in general; and the rest four billion shall be similarly utilized by the government for
the same purpose. We will extend our wholehearted cooperation to government for
establishing and maintaining similar institutions all over India, apart from providing
technical know-how for manufacturing the medicines and we will impart technical
training free of cost to at least one medical personnel each from every nation of the
world.
We shall develop unique kind of ashrams in Kerala, Tamil Nadu and
Maharashtra to begin with, and later on, as opportunity felicitates itself in due course
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of time, in every state of India where patients shall be given holistic treatment
through our own innovatively developed unique methods. For example, apart from
organizing and running sophisticated and well equipped hospitals and associated
institutions like medical college in its premises, we shall grow such rare verities of
medicinal herbs, shrubs and trees in the ashram gardens, just by sitting under them
during daytime will help the patients to relieve of their diseases. Government will also
organize such facilities in the vicinity of ours so that we can easily provide the
technical know-how, impart training to the personnel free of cost for the successful
implementation of such schemes. The foolproof evidence for the proven efficacy of
our herbal medicine HOO- IMM Plus is as elucidated below: 1) 6ml serum / blood sample is to be drawn from a person previously infected with
HIV/AIDS and later completely cured after undergoing the complete course of
treatment with our medicine HOO-IMM Plus.
2) The sample for HIV-DNA PCR antigen test is to be cautiously handled as per the NABL
guidelines and to be sent to a renowned and reliable PCR Molecular diagnostic lab.
3) 3 ml of the sample is to be allocated for Western Blot Antibody test and the other 3 ml
for HIV DNA-PCR Antigen test.
4) The result of the above mentioned tests would show that the blood sample is positive for
Western blot Antibody test & Negative for HIV DNA-PCR Antigen test.
5) This directly interprets that at present the person is HIV negative though he still carries
HIV antibodies (which is not harmful to health), authenticating his earlier infection with
HIV virus.
6) The scientific reason behind this reporting is that our body immune system creates cell
mediated immunity responses towards HIV antigen to produce antibodies that may
persist for a long time, even after the antigen is completely eliminated from the body.
The other best example is Mycobacterium Tuberculosis antibodies.
The human body can respond to antigen in many different ways. These fall into two major
categories:
• Antibody-mediated immunity. Antibodies, dissolved in blood, lymph, and other
body fluids bind the antigen and trigger a response to it. (This form of immunity is
also called humoral immunity).
• Cell-mediated immunity (CMI). T cells (lymphocytes) bind to the surface of other
cells, display the antigen and trigger a response and may remain in the body for a
long time. The response may involve a) other lymphocytes and b) any of the other
white blood cells (leukocytes)
7) Therefore, the above mentioned persons who are free from HIV antigen can, now freely
marry and indulge in sexual activities without any risk of infection to their life partner,
women can conceive without any chance of transmitting the disease to children (though
antibodies are likely to be transmitted between the marital partners or from mother to fetus,
it is not harmful to health) and lead a very normal life.
(It seems that majority of the laboratories and doctors are still unaware of this latest
molecular diagnostic test called HIV/DNA PCR antigen test)
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There is no gainsaying the fact that AIDS has become the focal point of world
attention. Many a governmental and non-governmental organization around the world,
apart from WHO is planning and executing programs aimed at prevention and eradication
of this dreaded disease. Billions of dollars are set aside for the purpose of ‘researching and
developing’ an effective remedy for AIDS which is still universally labeled as ‘incurable’,
paradoxically though, we have been very successfully treating this disease with our Indian
medicine for more than two decades but we could not properly highlight it since there was
no any foolproof method to prove it. But with the recent development in Molecular
Diagnostic Testing called HIV DNA-PCR Antigen test we are in a position to prove
scientifically in light of medical science that a HIV/ AIDS patient can completely be cured
after undergoing treatment with our Unani medicine HOO-IMM PLUS.
AIDS came to limelight in early eighties, and we wrote to our late Prime Minister
Mrs. Indira Gandhi on 05/01/1982 and also to WHO on the same date, regarding the
potential threat of this great health hazard and our successful treatment for it. Mrs. Indira
Gandhi promptly responded to our letter which can be observed on our website
www.hootone.com. Later on, we wrote to our former Prime Minister Sree Atal Bihari
Vajpayee on 03/01/2000 and again on 15/05/2002, and to Dr. C. P. Thakur, then Health
Minister of India on 15/05/2002, to the President A. P. J. Abdul Kalam on 24/07/2002 and
again on 05/06/2004, to Shri. Shathrugan Sinha and Shrimati Sushuma Swaraj the then
Union Health Ministers on 08/08/2002 and 14/11/2003 respectively, and to Mrs. Sonia
Gandhi, UPA Chairperson, Dr. Manmohan Singh, the present Prime Minister and Dr.
Anbumani Ramadoss, the present Union Health Minister on 05/06/2004, the present Prime
Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh, again on 05/05/05, 18/05/05, 15/09/05, 22/12/2005 and to
the concerned authorities of both provincial and central governments on various occasions
but dismayed to receive no response except some lukewarm replies from a very few of
them.
And we have to point out here with regret that we had very sour experiences from
the central government organizations like NARI, NACO, SIRO, INTECH, NCL; and
MSASC of government of Maharashtra. We have very explicitly written in our letters
dated 26/03/2002, 26/08/2002, 20/08/2002, 20/08/2002 and 21/01/2001 respectively,
addressed to above institutions that we had already researched and developed a timeproven Unani herbal anti-retroviral drug for HIV/AIDS, requesting them to arrange for
conducting it’s anti-retroviral drug sensitivity test so as to scientifically establish the fact
that HIV/AIDS is curable with our herbal drug HOOIMM PLUS which recorded 98%
inhibition against the causative agent HIV in standard protocol anti-retroviral drug
sensitivity test in invitro testing, whereas other anti-retroviral medicine available in the
present global market recorded inhibition from 35-60% only. But, instead of assisting us on
that score they suggested in their letter dt.29/01/2001 as well as in their letter dt.17/08/04 in
response to our letter dt.05/06/04 addressed to Honorable Health Minister of India, to
forward an application to NARI for grant-in-aid, which is not at all our botheration, nor are
we least interested in any monetary aid from any corner for that purpose. Our purpose is
purely to serve humanity by making our medicine easily available in Government hospitals
etc and we are ready to supply it at concessional rates. Very recently, we received a letter
dt. 07/10/05 from NACO in response to our letter dt. 16/09/05 addressed to the Honorable
Union Minister for health Dr. Anbumani Ramadoss. Had it been our intention to earn
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money, (we have not received any monetary help from any quarters either governmental or
non-governmental in this respect but instead relinquished for the sake of patients, millions
of rupees in terms of commissions, usually offered by the concerned institutions for
referring them patients for laboratorial tests; we use to insist those institutions to divert
such commissions for granting concessions to the patients and Reliance Life Science
appreciating our gesture came forward to strike a deal in that respect) we would have long
back accepted the offer from multinational companies and migrated to America or other
suitable countries and started our joint venture. But as patriotic and social conscious
citizens of this great ancient sacred land we deemed it our duty to remain stay put here,
serving our fellow citizens first, as charity begins at home, despite rival enmity, repeated
threatening calls and abject non-cooperation from many corners. It is a common experience
to find that those who live and die for a noble purpose not only outlive in peoples’ hearts
but their mission also outshines and spreads far and wide in this world after their demise,
whereas those who live and die for an evil cause are dead, rotten and forgotten along with
the evil they perpetrated during their lifetime.
Ours is an organization founded on the bedrock of spirituality. Our motive is strictly
spiritual and our motto, serving the suffering humanity, which we are doing at our level
best. We are not in the pursuit of money, power or status but our only concern is to act
according to the will and pleasure of our Creator Lord Almighty through selfless service to
His ‘family’ i.e. humanity. Hence, we derive immense sense of satisfaction, pleasure and
great peace of mind from our work because, for us Indians, ‘work is worship and duty is
divine’. It is really a blissful state of mind, as poet Milton put it, “Mind is it’s own place, it
can make a heaven out of a hell, and a hell out of a heaven.” And we simply sympathize
with our detractors and enemies especially those on whom divine wrath had befallen for
deliberately standing in the way of our noble work and pray for them. Also often feel
amused to watch the wicked ways of this mad mad world. See the cruel fun of somebody
struggling the whole life for getting entry into the Guinness book by growing long long
nails or by sporting a terrible moustache etc. Who are going to be benefited from their illadvised misadventures and they themselves feeling void, instead of a sense of satisfaction
ultimately. If they expended so much of their energy for the good and welfare of humanity,
it would have been far better for themselves and for others. Similarly, AIDS can hardly be
eradicated by simply advertising posters of film stars kissing the victims so as to arouse
human sympathy towards them or by cricketers endorsing condoms as if a safe preventive
step against the transmission of virus, but are laudable things if carried out along with
indoctrinating people for spiritual awareness so that they keep away from indulging in
illegal sex.
We have to invite your kind attention to a knotty problem facing genuine
pharmaceutical companies, due to the criminal offence perpetrated by some false ones
among them, by supplying spurious drugs to the patients who should be saved from such
social enemies at any cost by the government, who legitimately legislate rules and
regulations for that purpose. Magic remedies act is such a set of comprehensive rules and
regulations promulgated by the government for the common good of the people, in
principle, but at times making an adverse effect, in practice. For e.g. there are certain words
like ‘cure’ strictly prohibited to be used as a terminology indicating complete recovery of
the patient from a particular disease, whereas ‘cure’ is so soothing a word that sink deep
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into the soul of the afflicted and act as an abracadabra. Especially in the case of AIDS it is
so widely propagated as an incurable disease, making a very detrimental adverse effect on
the mental equilibrium of the victim, just because there is no remedy for AIDS in modern
medicine. Not only AIDS but other chronic fatal diseases like Hepatitis, Cancer, Heart
diseases and Kidney diseases etc also have no remedy in that ethics but Indian medicine
definitely have remedy for all those diseases. During the last two decades of clinical
experience, thousands of HIV/AIDS patients were cured after undergoing treatment with
our Indian herbal medicine but couldn’t publicize lest it would go against the rule of magic
remedies act. After 1998 we have maintained the complete documented records of our
treatment so that we are presently in a position to scientifically prove that AIDS is curable
with our herbal drug.
Thousands of patients have been cured during the last 23 years. Of late, we founded
a charitable trust HAKH Foundation and started strictly maintaining documented records of
our patients since 1998 and those records obtained from the most reputed and reliable
laboratories having latest sophisticated equipments and employing most advanced
technologies like Reliance Life Science (with whom we have signed an agreement to make
testing facility in the former’s 1600 centers all over India available to patients at discounted
rates under HAKH-Reliance charitable schemes) very manifestly establishing the efficacy
of our Unani herbal anti- retroviral drug. HOO IMM PLUS, the one and only one antiretroviral drug available in the present global market that brought about phenomenal
changes in the overall physiological and pathological conditions of HIV/AIDS patients and
finally recorded negative within one and a half to two and half years depending upon the
CD4 counts and RNA Viral Load (Real Time PCR) of the patients, after undergoing the
course of treatment following the regimen and instructions stipulated by HOOTONE
REMEDIES (ISO 9001-2000 and GMP Certified, TM and Patent Regd. Unani
pharmaceutical firm established in 1976 with the purpose of serving the suffering humanity
and supplying medicines to HAKH Foundation at charitable rates, please visit us at
www.hootone.com for further details). One of the main reasons of the high efficacy of our
medicine is that we rely on our own genuine raw herbs innovatively developed, potentizing
medicinal plants with herbal potentized fertilizers in our own 108 acres of herbal garden at
Latwan in Ratnagiri District, as well as in our native place Kerala, nourished with the
purpose of meeting the potential bulk demand in global market. It is a great providential
boon and blessing for mankind from the All Merciful Lord. We praise Him and thank Him
immensely from the innermost depth of our heart for His benevolent favour upon
humanity.
Five years back, three multinational companies including an American one, had
taken thousand kilograms each of our bulk samples of HOOIMM PLUS and conducted the
invitro and invivo test. Having fully satisfied with the results they came forward with an
offer for joint venture with a commitment to invest 2 billion dollars with mutual
understanding to share the profit fifty-fifty, out of which 1 billion dollars we are planning
to spend for improving the existing infrastructure, and the remaining 1 billion dollars for
philanthropic works like building hospitals for providing free treatment to poor patients,
orphanages, educational institutions and vocational training centers for uplifting the
backward and downtrodden strata of society. (If at all any claim of cure from any corner of
the world come to our notice, we reasonably assume it to be either a false claim or
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achieved by someone with our three thousand kgs sample supplied five years back, because
we confidently believe that by the grace and mercy of Almighty Lord ours is the only
organization existing in the present world who can claim it with the support of scientific
proof on the basis of systematically maintained documentary records). But, we have not
finalized the deal in spite of their insisting still, primarily because of our top priority to
make a workable arrangement with our own government so that our own fellow citizens
would first get benefited most. Ours is the world’s biggest and most vibrant democracy.
But the democratic setup has it’s own demerits: the most important among them in my
opinion is slow moving administrative machinery for which we are paying a heavy price. If
the government and concerned authorities heeded to our repeated requests earlier, it would
have paved the way for saving millions of human lives perished on the altar of this
disastrous disease, together with replenishing our public exchequer and bringing great
name and fame for our motherland. So, this is the last and final appeal to the government
and concerned authorities to either decide to adopt a positive stance in this matter, or
intimate us of their clear-cut reply of negation so that we are free to chalk out our own plan
and programs to serve the suffering humanity at large, in general and our countrymen, in
particular.
Out of the thousands of HIV/AIDS patients cured by our HOOIMM PLUS, the five
rarely brave ones among them ventured to expose their identity before the media and the
public at large with the best of intentions to help their fellow victims. They are by names 1)
Mrs. Shamim Shabir 2) Mr. Ansarul Haq 3) Mr. Mohd. Murtuza 4) Mrs. Sulabhai and 5)
Mrs. Sangita Lasure who initially showed reactive (positive) through western blot antibody
test, after undergoing treatment with our herbal medicine recorded not–detected (negative)
through HIV DNA-PCR antigen test. In spite of the social stigma and ostracization
attached with the disease they voluntarily agreed and are committed to interact with
responsible persons representing electronic and print media, government authorities
including judiciary as and when required, to disclose their personal experiences during and
after treatment, strongly motivated with the feelings that their fellow victims should know,
there is effective treatment for AIDS in our Indian medicine, and that they might get
benefited from it. They also agreed with us to undergo western blot antibody test for
demonstrational purpose to prove that they were ex-victims of HIV/AIDS, so that we are in
a position to provide foolproof evidence of the proven efficacy of our medicine to those
who are genuinely interested to know the bare truth that AIDS is curable with HOOIMM
PLUS.
The detailed medical history of the above mentioned five patients are as given below.
1) Mrs. Shamim Shabir, whose husband expired in Nov-2000 due to full-blown AIDS
and later she tested reactive for HIV through western blot antibody test during
pregnancy from MGM hospital DID No. Ext-5427 dated 01/12/2000, started taking
medicine from HAKH Foundation and felt improvement in her health condition.
Subsequently, she was relieved from all the symptoms she had earlier and was later
tested not detected (negative) for HIV. Proviral DNA-PCR antigen test from
Reliance Life Sciences PT No. 18513 dated 04/06/2004 and presently she is leading
a healthy and confident life, taking care of her children, earn her livelihood by
teaching in classes.
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2) Mr. Ansarul Haq was tested reactive for HIV through western blot antibody test on
01/12/2000 DID No. EXT-5427 from MGM hospital, started treatment by the
HAKH Foundation and was ultimately tested not detected (negative) for HIV
Proviral DNA-PCR antigen test from Reliance Life Sciences on 12/07/2004
P.T.No.20336
3) Mr. Mohd Murtuza whose wife expired due to full-blown AIDS later tested himself
positive for HIV through western blot from MGM hospital DID No. Ext-7091 dated
05/11/2002, hence started treatment by the HAKH Foundation and after undergoing
treatment for 18 months he turned not detected (negative) for HIV Proviral DNAPCR antigen test from Reliance Life Sciences PT No.19677 dated 25/06/2004.
4) Mrs. Sulabhai, whose husband expired due to full-blown AIDS and later she tested
reactive for HIV through western blot antibody test during pregnancy from
Metropolis Laboratory PID No. 304141963 dated 20/10/2003, started taking
medicine from HAKH Foundation and improved her health condition.
Subsequently, she was again tested detected for HIV DNA-PCR antigen test from
Reliance Life Sciences PT No. 19678 dated 29/06/2004 and so continued the
treatment for another 6 months and then she went for DNA-PCR Test from Reliance
Life Science PT No. 33910 dated 16/01/2006 and recorded ‘Not Detected’ for the
presence of HIV and presently she is leading a healthy and confident life, taking
care of her children, earn her livelihood by working in a government service dept.
5) Mrs. Sangita Lasure, whose husband expired due to AIDS and after 5 months in
March-2004 she was detected positive for HIV and started taking medicine from
HAKH Foundation and felt improvement in her health condition. Subsequently, she
was relieved from all the symptoms she had earlier and was later tested undetectable
level for RNA HIV viral load count from Reliance Life Science PT No. 20394 dated
09/07/2005 but again proved to be positive for HIV in the same report and so
continued the treatment for another 3 months and then she went for DNA-PCR Test
from Reliance Life Science PT No. 27375 dated 15/10/2005 and recorded ‘Not
Detected’ for the presence of HIV and presently she is leading a healthy and
confident life.
The whole world is in search of an effective medicine for HIV/AIDS, which we
have with us. Moreover, we are privileged to have inherited very precious traditional
knowledge of Indian medicine from our forefathers who were court physicians under the
erstwhile Travancore dynasty in Kerala and we do hereby assure to utilize our highly
innovative knowledge in that field for the betterment of the suffering millions of the world.
It is distressing to understand that the incidence of HIV infection is increasing at an
alarming rate in India. I’m particularly perturbed to know of it’s rapid spreading among the
defense force and police personnel, the most vital sections of our society. We would
therefore hereby offer to supply HOOIMM PLUS at concessional rates for those two
departments, in addition to the charitable works we are already implementing at present.
Apart from that for HIV/AIDS we are manufacturing very efficacious medicines for
hepatitis, cancer, kidney diseases, heart diseases, blood pressure and diabetes, which have
no other effective remedies in the world now.
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I am very pleased to inform you that by the Grace of Almighty Allah I have
some rarely innovative and unique proposals, if implemented, will make far reaching
revolutionary changes in the medical field. For example, I have many innovative ideas
for manufacturing some instruments like Lifespan detector, Efficacy detector, Heart
regulator, Pancreas regulator etc. which can be manufactured on very large scale so
that, by the grace of Almighty Allah we are confident of recovering the 2 billion
dollars in one & half years and our nation would become world leader in medical
field.
I deem it my duty to bring to your awareness an inhuman act, knowingly or
unknowingly committed by some of the blood banks in our country, whereby innumerable
lives are lost every year. It happens because the blood stored in such blood banks at present
are subjected to Elisa test only, which is not a confirmed test for HIV/AIDS, for which
HIV DNA-PCR, antigen test is the confirmatory test. Hence I would request your
honorable office to direct the concerned departments to issue orders to such erring blood
banks all over the country to strictly follow the norms that blood stored with them should
be subjected to HIV DNA-PCR antigen test (unfortunately many of the laboratories in our
country are unaware of the latest molecular diagnostic test). ‘Prevention is better than
cure.’ so goes the famous medical dictum..
Further I have to point out here another cruel treachery practiced by some, if not all,
money monger laboratory owners in our country. If a HIV/AIDS patient is referred to such
laboratories for HIV DNA-PCR antigen test, which costs at an average 1800 rupees, they
will instead conduct three Elisa tests the kit for which cost 10 rupees each only. If two of
the three Elisa tests turn positive they will furnish a false report for HIV DNA-PCR antigen
test. Similarly if a HIV/AIDS patient is referred for Western Blot antibody test, which costs
1000 rupees at an average, they will instead conduct three Elisa tests. If two of them turn
positive they will prepare a false report putting few bands of their imagination as positive
and produce a false Western Blot report. Of course there are lot of genuine laboratories
who perform their duty most honestly and sincerely.
A Pioneering Proposal from your fellow citizen.
As a humble honest citizen of this great “Land of spirituality” where the Vedic dictum,
“every soul is potentially divine,” dictates the course of life, I often use to supplicate to the
Creator and Sustainer of the worlds, Almighty Allah for facilitating the utopian model of
an India leading the world on the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity and the whole
set up of the present world of chaos, confusion, calamity and bloodshed, existing on ‘divide
and rule’ policy gradually giving way to a new set up of peace, prosperity and general
welfare governed by the policy of ‘love and rule’. We find the former system a complete
failure everywhere and throughout human history because human being cannot be
conquered or controlled by brute force but by love only. Prompted by the former policy
billions and billions are wasted for creating and maintaining mutual rivalry and bloodshed
but the same billions could have been spent for improving the health and standard of living
of the starving millions of the world inspired by the latter policy so that the whole scenario
of the world would have changed for the better- there is no fighting between India and
Pakistan, Iran and Iraq, Palestinians and Israel; intrusion of the only super power into poor
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Afghanistan and Iraq nor terrorism or Gujarat genocide, Kashmir killings etc in our own
country, everywhere peace and prosperity only.
Since I honestly feel you are a God fearing man well aware of the tremendous
responsibility thrust upon you by virtue of your lofty position as Prime Minister of this
great land of 1200 millions, I earnestly request your esteemed office to reorient our whole
policy for achieving that noble goal, while persuading other nations especially the
dominant ones of the present world like U.S.A, Soviet Russia, China, France, U.K,
Germany, Japan etc. to pursue this revolutionary path, treaded and tested most successfully
by our saints and seers throughout the ages of human history.
Anticipating early response in this regard.
Yours Honestly & Sincerely,

Dr. (Hakeem) Sayyed B. A. Kareem
Managing Director
Hootone Group of Companies.
Enclosure: (Already sent with previous letter dated 05/05/05)
1) Photocopy of letter from Mrs. Indira Gandhi.
2) Photocopy of letter from The President A. P. J. Abdul Kalam.
3) Photocopy of letter from Union Health Minister Sri. Anbumani Ramadoss.
4) Photocopy of letter from concerned Organization of State Govt. Maharashtra.
5) Photocopies of letter from concerned Central Govt. Organizations.
6) Set of our relevant literature.
7) Photocopy of testimonials related to our recently received All India Hakeem Ajmal
Khan award for ‘Invention of Unani formula for HIV/AIDS’ and photocopy of Lok
Sabha unstarred Question no. 4112(enclosed with letter dated 22/12/2005).
8) Photographs of the award receiving ceremony. (Enclosed herewith)
9) Photographs of meetings with Dr. C.P Thakur and Shri Lalu Prasad Yadav.
(Enclosed herewith)
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